ComSoc/CCIS – Action Addendum

THE COMMUNICATIONS SOCIETY (COMSOC)
of THE INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS, INC.
and
COMMUNICATIONS AND INFORMATION SOCIETY (CCIS)

Addendum Action Plan

Action Plan Outline for 2012-2015 Period

In the period 2011-2013 CCIS and ComSoc will endeavor to accomplish the following:

1) Conference SoftCOM 2012 - involve COMSOC Croatia Chapter in the set up and advertisement, attendance and talk by a COMSOC representative at the Conference

2) Conference SoftCOM 2013 - involve COMSOC Croatia Chapter in the set up and advertisement, attendance and talk by a COMSOC representative at the Conference

3) Journal of Communications Software and Systems (JCOMSS) – involve COMSOC Croatia Chapter in the set up and advertisement, encouraging the submissions and participating in the peer reviewing.
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